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A DEFENCE OF THE DISCONNECTING
TRAP.

By WILLIAM RANSOM,

Assistant Surveyor to Corporation of Worcester.

(MEMBER.)

ABSTRACT.

. THE model Bye-Laws issued by the Local Government Board in 1877JL contained a clause which really gave legal birth to tlle disconnecting
trap. During the last quarter of a century this trap has been upon its

trial, and it is the purpose of this short paper to demonstrate that the

trap has more than fulfilled the object for which it was designed. There

was a time whcn in the popular mind sanitation simply meant the Insertion
of traps here, there, and everywhere. In recent years a reaction has set

in, and now we find responsible men even advocating tlle entire abolition

of the disconnecting trap. Tlle reason for this change of front is apparent
when the question of sewer ventilation is discussed, for it is sought to
ventilate the sewers through the house drains.

In defending the disconnecting trap we must firstly ascertain the

necessity of disconnection, and secondly, whether the traps in use ade-

clnatcly fulfil the purpose for which they are requirecl. The object of
disconnection is to prevent sewer air obtaining access to the house-drain
air, because, and this is the main point, sewer air may be laden with sewer
gas and disease germs. In the modern house drain it is impossible for

. sewer gas to be generated, and is it fair to the householder that the air
from the sewers should circulate through his drains, and bring with it

possible dangers which have been manufactured in the sewers themselves? ?’

The house drain can be made non-dangerous, can be well ventilated and
thoroughly flushed ; and when the householder has done this surely llis

duty is ended. The sewer likewise should be made perfect, and be well
ventilated by the local authority, and should not be tlle means of commun-
icating foul air, whether laden with disease germs or not, to each house
which adds its quota to the sewer.
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It must be granted that the disconnecting trap makes the ventilation of
the sewers a greater necessity than if the sewer air were allowed t« cir-

culate through the house drains; but on the otller hand, the municipal
engineer can better regulate the air of the sewers if all householders’

openings into the sewer arc trapped.
If the disconnecting trap be omitted, the householder runts a greater

risl; from the openings in his drainage system. Every unsealed opening
would give an outlet for possible sewer air and gas, whereas if a trap were
in use it would only be the air from the drain itself which would be a hlc

to find an outlet at the unsealed opening.
The position of tlle disconnecting trap is important, and should lle as

near the sewer as possible to avoid a stagnant length of drain between the
trap and the sewer.
A t.rap offers some impediment to tlle now of the sewage, and it would

be well if the lye-laws enforced the provision of a manhole in conjunction
with every disconnecting trap. By this means occasional blockages could
readily be removed, although it is generally found that the blockage has

. been caused by something that ought never to have got into the drain.
The modern trap, as perfected byr years of trial, fulfils its purpose Byell,

and if properly fixed offers little impediment to Die now of the sewage.

Against all the disadvantages that can be urged the householder llas the

satisfaction of knowing tllat lle is in no danger of Inhaling dangerous
sewer gases, and if tlle clrain be properly used the disconnecting trap need
never become blocked.

MR. I~lEl~l) (Eastbourne) said that in every well-made trap there was a

clearing arm. Sometimes he had noticed a stoppage in the drain caused by the
blocking of the trap, and where there was a manhole it became full of sewage,
and the drain being watertight it very soon rall over at the surface traps and
manholes. Did anyone know of a means whereby the plug of the clearing arm
could be removed without a person having to go down into the manhole for the
purpose.

MR. Plcw (Lytham) agreed practically with all that Mr. Itansoul had written,
but he thought that a disconnecting trap was not so much needed as an inter-
cepting trap. The fresh air inlet was more often a foul air outlet, and being
fixed near to the level of the ground was a source of nuisance and danger.
What was required was not so much ventilation as vent, and instead of providing
a fresh air inlet at the ground level, all ventilating shafts should be carried above
the roofs of the houses, or to such a height that there could be no possibility of
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danger iron the discharge of any foul gases. On the question of trap or no
trap he expressed the opinion that it would be dangerous to do away with the
trap in house drains. Some influential engineers had advocated its disuse, but
he thought that everyone who had had much to do with inspecting house drains
must have frequently found the traps of the gullies under rain-water pipes and
near to windows unsealed, and until the danger arising from sewer gas could be
guarded against in a better way, the abolition of the intercepting trap would be
very dangerous.

MR. CpMHR (York) said be was old-fashioned enough still to believe in the

disconnecting trap. Until such time as all upright pipes connected with the
drain were emciently jointed, and private drains were as well laid as the public
sewers, he thought it was only right and proper there should be a disconnecting
trap, with a chamber attached for access. The speaker went on briefly to

describe, in reply to the question of Mr. li iulcl, a trap which he had recently
seen in use for the first time, and which made the clearing of the manhole easy
without .v person having to go down.

}IR. W. Klmia-1’~mtlt~ (Dublin) remarked that all these facilities provided for
i he purpose of removing obstructions otherwise than through the intercepting
trap were open to the grave danger that they would provide a channel by which
sewer gas could get into the house drains.

:NIR. lliRs.r (Sollthpurt) said that in the town which lie represented there
were at the present time some 6,000 or 7,UOO intercepting traps without any
cleansing arm at all ; simple gullies, with an inlet and outlet and with a cascade
action. These had been in use at Southport for a gr eat number of years, and up
to the present time had given them very little difficulty. Any difficuty from
stoppage that had arisen had arisen higher up the drain, nearer the house, in
connection with, and usually at or near to, one of the gullies which are fixed at
the end of all branch drains. All pipes, except soil pipes from inside w.c;.,

discharge on to open gratings with gullies heucath (whether for waste or rain
water) outside buildings.

THE Pa-tcam~.w (Mr. 1’. 11. Yabbicom) observed that he thought :1B11’. Ransom
had made out a good case for the disconnecting trap. He was with him, and
hoped that day would not come when the sewer would be ventilated through tin*
house drain.
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